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Design by Niels Jeppesen
X-482 was launched mid-June "Never has X so much time on designing"

X-482 shows off - what X-Yachts is capable of doing after having built almost 2,500 yachts since X-Yachts' birth in 1979.

Advanced construction techniques are used throughout to ensure many years of unproblematic use, right from the choice of materials for the strength in hull/deck, keel connection, the steel girder inside the hull to the choice of mast/rig configuration, and to the interior veneer as well as engine and electrical systems on board.
6 as planned 14 months earlier. Yachts spent and creating a new yacht.

The trial test carried out in June and July showed a yacht which is a real X-Yacht. Stiff, fast, easy to steer, and all the things on deck in the right position, no matter whether for cruising or racing.

The X-482 is a proud babysister to the fantastic X-612 as well as a proud big sister to the famous X-442.

The X-482 will be on display on most of the European fall/winter Boat Shows — such as — Floating Hiswa, Genoa, Hamburg, Paris, Barcelona and Düsseldorf.